
As I write this, the WC remains as it has for most of the semester:
full and steady. We collaborated with 446 students for 1030
sessions throughout the semester, a 111% increase since Spring
2021 and 151% since Spring 2022, and a 100% increase since Spring
2019. We also saw 45% (202) students return for multiple visits,
which suggests that once students use the WC, they find value in
our services, and that motivates them to return. Being on campus
has not decreased the draw of our online tutoring, which accounts
for 30% of our sessions with students this spring. During all these
sessions, we made time to celebrate graduations, dissertation
defenses, naval enlistment, choral and theater performances, and the
joys of our daily lives together. 

A special shoutout to our BCWC Resources Team, Dr. Rachel Bonini
and Kayla Smith, who have been working hard this spring, auditing
our Resource “Bites” to ensure they remain relevant and accessible.
They began by surveying the BCWC team and used these results to
combine and update existing resources. They hope to get feedback
from the BCWC team and complete the project by the end of
Summer 2022. 

I would like to thank Dr. Marc Diefenderfer for his work as Faculty
Consultant this semester. The insights he offered during training
workshops helped make us better consultants, and we are grateful to
work with him this semester. Also, a sincere thank you to Mr. David
Sysma, who holds a portion of his weekly office hours in the Writing
Center. If you would ever like to collaborate with the Writing Center,
please reach out; we would love to have you! 

Enjoy graduation, and we will see you in the summer!

Dr. April Sikorski 
Director, Writing Center

Vision
Statement

Mission
Statement

Contact Information

Phone: (979) 230 - 3460

Site: brazosport.edu/writingcenterschedule

The BCWC is a place
where all readers, writers,
and speakers are
encouraged to develop
efficacy with rhetorical
literacies.

Our mission is to provide a space
where every student can become a
more confident reader, writer, and
speaker, and we realize this mission
through our workshops, events, and
one-on-one consultations as well as
our ongoing partnerships with
faculty and staff. This mission is
informed by our core values:
collaboration and equity.

Director's Notes

General 
Information

Email: April.Sikorski@brazosport.edu 

SU22 Hours
Monday - Thursday:

9 AM to 7 PM
Friday:

8 AM to 12PM 
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Jen Paul is also a returning consultant. She earned a
Bachelor of Arts in English/Creative Writing from the

University of Houston and is currently working towards
a Master of Arts in English from Southern New

Hampshire University. Her career goal is to become a
college professor. With her return to the Writing

Center, Jen would like to learn more about how to
engage college students when talking about writing.
She also hopes to help students see that, although

writing can be challenging, there are ways to become
more comfortable as writers. Jen’s favorite leisure

activities are casual gaming, making art, reading, and
writing poetry.

Yatziry joined the Writing Center team this Spring.
She graduated from Brazosport College in May 2022.

She will be transferring to University of Texas in
Austin in the Fall 2022 to study Cinematography. Her
career goal is to become a cinematographer to work
on documentaries, films, and music videos. Yatziry is
excited to be surrounded by new people, from whom
she wants to learn. She hopes to enhance her skills as
a writer by learning from fellow consultants and the

students she collaborates with in the Center. A
special quality of hers is that she is bilingual; she can

read, speak, and write in Spanish. During her free
time, Yatziry enjoys activities like reading, listening to

music, watching movies and YouTube videos, and
playing tennis outside when the weather is nice. Elliott Williams is a returning consultant, and they

have retrained in order to refresh their
Writing Center practice. They started their college

journey as a dual credit student 
at Brazosport College and transferred to the

University of Houston, where they
earned a Bachelor of Arts in Women’s, Gender, and

Sexuality Studies with a minor in
Leadership. Although they are not quite sure about

their career or academic goals, their plan is to
consider ideas for the future while working at the
Writing Center. In their own time, Elliott enjoys

cross-stitching, playing video games, and reading
fiction.



The Writing Center would like to congratulate our writing consultants on their achievements during the Spring 2022 semester!

Yatziry Nava made the Dean’s List in the Fall 2021 semester and was recently invited to join Phi Theta Kappa. She graduates
from Brazosport College this May with her Associate of Science Degree, and she will be transferring to the University of Texas
at Austin in the fall to study Cinematography.

Dr. Rachel Bonini graduates with a Ph.D. in American Studies from Purdue University in May 2022. Rachel's dissertation, titled
"Imagineered Imperial Tourism: Disney & US Empire in Hawai'i," examines Disney’s current participation in settler colonialism
and U.S. empire in Hawai‘i. Through her analysis, she argues that settler colonialism is not a problem that can only be addressed
in Hawai‘i; settlers in the continental U.S. also have a role to play. A chapter of her dissertation was awarded as the best essay
by Purdue’s American Studies Program. She was also a choir member in Brazosport College’s Civic Chorus this year.

Madalyn Campbell was cast as Tricia (Peppermint Patty) in the Brazosport College Theatre Department’s production of DOG
SEES GOD. Additionally, she was cast in a film that will be shot locally in Lake Jackson, Texas. She was a nominee for the
Distinguished Student Award, and she made the Fall 2021 Dean’s List. She also graduates this May with her Associate of Arts
degree.

Whew! We were BUSY after returning to in-person
operations, and our data certainly shows it. In Academic
Year (AY) 2021-2022, we had a total of 2072 sessions
with students. That is a 32% increase from AY 2020-
2021! Additionally, a total of 439 students visited the
Writing Center more than once during, which is 
34% more than last academic year.

 Needless to say, the Writing Center has been a 
highly popular academic support service since 
our return to campus post-COVID.

So, who exactly uses the Writing Center?
According to our demographic data from
Spring 2022, 28% of students who used our
services were male while 72% were female
(Figure 3). In terms of our distribution of
ethnicity, Figure 4 shows that the top three
categories were White (41%), two or more
races (29%), and Hispanic/Latino (19%). 

Data

Special
Congratulations 

Figure 3

Figure 4



97% of respondents were satisfied
or very satisfied with their sessions
in the Writing Center.
91% of respondents were satisfied
or very satisfied with how well their
consultant addressed their
concerns.
91% of respondents felt confident
or very confident about making
changes to their work after their
sessions.
89% of respondents are likely or
very likely to recommend the
Writing Center to their classmates.

A total of 87 students
throughout Fall 2021 and
Spring 2022 completed the
Writing Center Post-Visit
Survey, which is a survey that
is automatically emailed to
students after their Writing
Center sessions. Here are
some of the results:

Overall, students appear
to be finding value in their
Writing Center sessions,
and they are feeling more
confident about taking on
their writing challenges.

"Milton was able to not only help me
but also reassure me in my abilities
in writing, allowing me to feel
accomplished and more confident."

Yatziry was very helpful and
knowledgeable!

"Milton and Rachel are the most
amazing people I have ever
worked with since starting school
again."

"I enjoyed my session with Kayla, and I
learned how to improve my paper
organization and how to correctly compare
and contrast."

"Xander helped so much! I not only got
help on this assignment but advice I can
take to my other writing assignments. "

WRITINGWRITING  
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If you would like for our
consultants to start
visiting your courses,
please reach out to our
director, Dr. April Sikorski 

During the first few weeks of each semester,
Writing Center consultants visit classrooms
around campus to educate students about the
benefits of using our services. The courses we
usually visit include, but are not limited to, English,
Speech, Biology, and Psychology. Consultants
provide general information about the Writing
Center, discuss our hours, the types of help we
offer, and ways to schedule appointments. At the
professor’s request, consultants can also discuss
specific writing assignments during these
presentations. Class visits give students the
information they need to get a jumpstart on their
first writing assignments of the semester. Here
are a couple of instructors who see the value in
our class visit presentations:

Class
Visits

"I do like that consultants often remind students that they
can work with them at all stages of their process for the
assignment. This helps to clear up the misconception that
some of my students have that they can only visit the
Writing Center with a complete draft, which then
sometimes becomes a barrier for them using the Writing
Center as a resource."

"There are two main reasons to embrace having a WC
consultant visit class. One, the students benefit because the
more they are aware of the resources available to them, the
more they will use them. Two, the WC makes our lives as
teachers easier: assignments that are written well convey a
clearer idea of how well students are mastering the course
material (and they are also so much easier to grade!)."

Tabatha Rhodes

David Sysma

English

History

(april.sikorski@brazosport.edu).
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Rachel

Kirksey 

Maddie
Our focus as the Librarian and Instructor Communication team is to make sure
that we are on the same page as our faculty. To achieve this goal, we manage
records of current assignments and course syllabi in the Writing Center and we
report changes to assignments and new deadlines to the team during staff
workshops. Additionally, we schedule class visit presentations at the start of
each semester, where consultants discuss the Writing Center’s services and how
they can benefit our students and instructors. If we are not visiting your class,
and you would like us to, please shoot us an email, or contact Dr. April
(April.Sikorski@brazosport.edu).

As the Resource Creators, we help other consultants create handout
resources called Bites. These Bites help consultants and students
learn different rules regarding grammar, vocabulary, citations,
technology, literary devices, the TSIA, and writing. The BCWC Bites
are references students can take with them to help them understand
concepts after they leave the Center. We have these resources in
handout form in the Writing Center and in digital form on the BC
website. We also keep all ideas, printed materials, and lists organized
and updated to help consultants know which materials need to be
revised and which new resources are available. Have an idea for a
resource that would help your students, reach out to us, or contact
Dr. April (April.Sikorski@brazosport.edu), and we can work with you
to create that resource.

LEADERSHIPLEADERSHIP

Milton
As the Social Media Coordinator, I create social media content for the Writing Center. I tailor posts
to an audience of both students and writing tutors from other Writing Centers. To keep Writing
Center followers and BC students familiar with all the Writing Center’s consultants', I coordinate
various campaigns to feature their ideas. For instance, this Spring I designed a campaign that
included advice on how to create a good class schedule to help students to think critically about
making their schedules fit their lifestyles. I created a graphic for each post to correspond with each
tutors’ advice. My goal as the Writing Center Social Media Coordinator is to continue to create new
content each semester, and I hope you will follow our pages: 

Facebook: @BrazosportWritingCenter  |  Instagram: @bcwriting

Kayla

As the Event Coordinator for the Writing Center, my duties are to brainstorm, plan, and facilitate
events in collaboration with professors and other consultants. We have a few events that are designed
to help students in specific classes or assignments, like "Come Draft With Us," and others that are run
with all students in mind, like our new workshops "How to Email Professors" and "Perfecting
PowerPoint Presentations." I am always looking for new ideas and assignments we could support
through programming. If you would like to offer any of these event presentations as workshops in your
classes, reach out to me or Dr. April (April.Sikorski@brazosport.edu).

mailto:April.Sikorski@brazosport.edu


Poem in my Pocket Day
Every April, the Writing Center hosts Poem in My Pocket Day to
celebrate National Poetry Month. This year, we took over the Student
Success Center to set up stations for students to write six-word stories,
magnetic poetry, and blackout poetry. Two of the main features of this
event were a live poetry reading and a workshop led by Houston’s first
Black Poet Laureate, D.E.E.P. Mouton (@livelifedeep).

The Avatar Archives
This semester, the Writing Center hosted the Avatar Archives event for the second
time. We turned two real-world historical events (the Battle of Bunker Hill and the
Great Molasses Flood of 1919) into Dungeons & Dragons-style adventures for Mr.
Sysma’s History 1301 and 1302 students. Participants left the event with a better
understanding of their avatars’ personalities and material to use as inspiration for
their future assignment entries.

This Spring, we were excited to launch a few new workshops and see the return of “Poem in
My Pocket Day,” which we’ve been unable to host since Spring 2019. For each event,
students learned practical skills in group settings that directly applied to upcoming
assignments and their success in college. Our events also helped them become familiar with
our center and writing consultants. Have an idea for a literacy event that you think would
benefit the BC community? Want to collaborate with the Writing Center to develop an event
to support an assignment? Contact Dr. April at april.sikorski@brazosport.edu to get started.

Come Draft With Us
Each semester, the Writing Center takes over the Student Success Center to set
up stations for reading & annotating; brainstorming & outlining; and one-on-one
revision sessions. This event is designed to support students with the Biology,
Environmental Science, and Anatomy & Physiology literature review assignment.
Students who attended this event left with a better understanding of their articles
and the assignment itself.

SSPPRRININGG  EEVEVENNTTSS  

Workshops
This semester, we wanted to host more events that were open to the whole
campus. With that goal in mind, we held four workshops for students: “How to
Email Professors,” “Perfecting PowerPoint Presentations,” a “Resume & Cover
Letter Workshop,” and a “Scholarship Thank You Letter Workshop.” These events
were designed and paced to be both introductory workshops for incoming students
and refreshers for anyone who wanted to brush up on their skills. In the Fall, we are
excited to offer these workshops as in-class presentations upon request, by sending
an email to april.sikorski@brazosport.edu or kirksey.baker@brazosport.edu. 

mailto:april.sikorski@brazosport.edu
mailto:april.sikorski@brazosport.edu
mailto:kirksey.baker@brazosport.edu


Read with Us
Haltiwanger Morrison, T. (2018). Being seen and not seen: A black female body in the 
          writing center. In H. Denny, R. Mundy, L. Naydan, R. Severe, & A. Sicari (Eds.). Out in 
           the center: Public controversies and private struggles. (pp. 21-27). Utah State University 
          Press.

The WC used Spring 2022 to revise our Consultant Education Modules to ensure they are
informed by our core values: collaboration and equity. As we work together to offer
feedback on the work done by Dr. April and Dr. Rachel, we also gain new understanding
about the roles of equity and intersectional inclusion in our practice. One of our collective
assignments was to read Haltiwanger Morrison’s chapter and use her ideas to springboard
conversation during training. This piece allowed us to consider the role of hypervisible and
invisible social identities in Writing Center work. We recommend it to anyone who wants to
understand the lived experiences of students and writers navigating discussions of race and
gender in academic spaces. Want to find a copy of this chapter? Ask a librarian to procure
one through Inter-Library Loan!

This semester we welcomed Marc Diefenderfer, Assistant Professor of English, as the
Writing Center’s first Faculty Consultant. Throughout the semester, Marc led workshops for
our consultants on how to quickly prioritize higher-order and lower-order concerns in
student writing. He also advised us on ways to improve the writing of our strongest
students. From the consultants, Marc has gained a better understanding of how critical the
Writing Center is to student success in nearly every subject area at BC. He will return to the
Writing Center next semester to lead a workshop on film analysis, in preparation for the
new Film Appreciation class he will be teaching in Spring 2023.

Faculty Consultant
Spotlight

BCWC 

Context
Quotes

Out of
Kirksey: "The color blue can inspire
creativity, but in Maddie it inspires hatred."

 
Maddie: "I feel hollow when I see that

color."

Kirksey: "Oh, blue fire."

Elly: "That's water."
 



A Blank Page

A blank page is all I need
A blank page is all I ask
The past is inked out in black
So a fresh page is all I ask
I don’t know what all you’ve read
before
What I know is you’re what I adore
But it doesn’t matter anymore
You’ve seen too much before
If I could just see a step in time

WRITINGWRITING

The Creative Writing section showcases some of our consultants’ personal writing
projects. These projects include poetry, novels, short stories of all genres, and more!

This semester’s submission is from Madalyn Campbell.

I think I’d know everything I need to write
My heart would ache, it would break
Or, it’d be just fine
I wouldn’t cry because you’d be all of mine
But it doesn’t matter anymore
I would’ve loved you so much more
Through glossy eyes I wonder if you long for
me
Am I what you want, are we meant to be?
Every tear that falls is draining you out of me
Grab hold of me, don’t let me leave
Don’t just watch as I go, let me know
Don’t let me speak again
And let my ears bleed

CREATIVECREATIVE

SPOTLIGHTSPOTLIGHT

But does it matter anymore?
Or is all that’s left broken on
the floor?
You’re what I’m bleeding for
A blank page
Is all I’m praying for.

Artist Statement:
I use writing of all mediums to reflect on my feelings. I have always loved storytelling. Since
before I could write, I created art to illustrate my stories. Now, I use honest, graphic, and vivid
writing to illustrate my stories and paint emotions in my readers’ minds. This poem is meant to
depict a time in my life where I longed to start over with either myself or someone I once loved.
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This Bite is one of the most used
resources in the BCWC. Students use this

resource to help them understand the
Biology and Environmental Science

Compare/Contrast Literature Review
assignment. Since this assignment is large,
we decided to make a guide students can
use while writing. The Bite breaks down
each section of the essay and explains

how to write each paragraph. Students are
often stuck on this assignment, so this

handy aid helps students figure out how
to meet their professor’s expectations.

Like the Bite? Visit this link for
more!

https://brazosport.edu/students
/for-students/student-success-

center/writing-
center/Resources-for-Students/

 
Want us to create a specific Bite

for your class? Email Dr. April:
april.sikorski@brazosport.edu

 

BitesBites &&



MEDIAMEDIA RECSRECS

Only a Monster
By Vanessa Len
Vanessa Len’s debut novel, Only a
Monster, is the story of a girl who
suddenly finds out that she’s from a
family of monsters that travel through
time by stealing life from humans—and
the guy she likes is the hero sworn to end
them all. It’s a fast-paced contemporary
fantasy filled with a robust cast of
characters. Len’s twist on the “chosen
one” trope will sweep you away.

Annihilation
By Jeff VanderMeer
Annihilation,  by Jeff VanderMeer, is a sci
fi/psychological horror book about a team of
four women exploring a mysterious place called
Area X. The protagonist is an unnamed biologist
searching uncharted territory after an obscure
disaster thirty years ago. In the middle of the
expedition, she begins to reminisce on her past
relationship with her husband, who explored
Area X a few years prior. This book has a dense
writing style but is one of the most relatable and
intelligent books I have read in a while.
Annihilation is the first of a trilogy and has been
adapted into film. 


